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T

he UK may have had may have
the best summer for years, but for
the six million UK households
living in fuel poverty, it’s winter
that matters now.
Coping with Cold is a series of four short
films produced by CSE to highlight the
impacts of fuel poverty. They feature
remarkably frank testimonies from people
who have first-hand experience of the misery,
ill-health and social exclusion that comes with
living in a persistently cold home.
CSE’s James Watt oversaw their making.

“It’s essential that professionals such as health
visitors, debt advice services, and carer
support groups are aware of the issues and
able to spot people who are struggling, and
know how they can help.”
Funded by the Nationwide Foundation
and filmed by The Rural Media Company,
the Coping with Cold series draws on the
knowledge and experience of CSE, and the
true stories of people who have found
themselves living in fuel poverty and have
received help from CSE’s fuel poverty
intervention projects.

The four films are:
p6
6 CSE and National Trust biomass
workshop

1) Understanding fuel poverty: An overview of the issue, its causes and its effects.
2) Tackling fuel poverty: Recognising fuel poverty, and organisations that can help.
3) Spotting the signs of fuel poverty: A CSE advisor and volunteer on a home visit.
4) Living in fuel poverty: Its effects on lifestyle, health and mental wellbeing.

7 Community energy videos
7 Resources added to PlanLoCaL
website
7 Model cows!

Energise is produced a
couple of times a year
and distributed free. To
request a copy email us at
newsletter@cse.org.uk

The films are at www.youtube.com/csebristol.
They’re also on a DVD (left). If you work with
people who may be at risk of fuel poverty,
contact James Watt for a copy:
james.watt@cse.org.uk.
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Public expects
energy systems
to change, but is
looking for fairness
and involvement

Energy gap claptrap T
CSE Chief Executive, Simon
Roberts, is fed up with hearing
about the ‘energy gap’

n late July this year, National Grid
tweeted that electricity demand
plummeted by 800MW (a decentsized power station’s worth) at the
moment young Prince George was
first ‘shared with the nation’ on the
steps of the royal hospital. Clearly a
large number of people had switched
something off to mark the occasion.
At that moment, and in response,
someone in the National Grid control room
will have switched off a power station (I
simplify grossly) which seconds before had
been producing 800MW.
Balancing the system like this – making
sure that the supply of electricity into the
system matches the demand from users – is
a fundamental requirement. Get it wrong
and we can have power cuts.
When we’re warned that there is an
‘energy gap’ and ministers and energy
companies start warning of power cuts,
what they mean is that there is a modest
risk that at the highest possible estimates of
peak electricity demand, we may not have
enough electricity to go round. And so, the
argument goes, we need to build more
power stations (and quickly, and mainly
fossil fuelled) and, in the case of nuclear,
jack up prices with a government guarantee
to secure investment in them.
But this thinking ignores the word
‘balancing’ and shows how policy-makers
and their advisors (many of them ex-utility
bosses) still aren’t thinking ‘smart’ when it
comes to our future electricity system.
Peak demand isn’t an alien force that is
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beyond comprehension or immune to
influence. Peak demand is the sum total of
the decisions made by 60 million people in
the homes, offices and factories across the
country, both in the moment (to switch on,
all at the same time, the lights, kettle and
cooker and electric fan heater) and over
time as purchases and procurement
specifications (to buy inefficient appliances
and lighting, install inadequate heating
controls, or fail to insulate).
These decisions are subject to influence,
both in the short term (witness the 15%
drop in electricity demand in Japan after
public campaigns in response to the postFukushima shut down) and in the medium
term (by banning all but the most efficient
appliances and bulbs). And both do more to

“We shouldn’t be scared into accepting
inefficient fossil-fuelled plant or high
cost nuclear on the basis of
substandard thinking”
balance the energy system much more
quickly than building new power plants –
and at far lower cost to our fuel bills, the
economy and the environment.
That’s not to say we don’t need new
power supplies. But we shouldn’t be scared
into accepting inefficient fossil-fuelled plant
or high cost nuclear on the basis of
substandard thinking that only considers
half the equation.
If the government and the energy
industry spent as much time thinking about
and planning to tackle the demand side of
the balance as they do fretting over the
supply side, we might find that the public’s
electricity-using response to the first public
appearance of Prince George became a
normal, controlled aspect of system
balancing, rather than a disruptive cost.

he British public wants and expects
change with regard to how energy is
supplied, used and governed.
But their positive acceptance of change is
likely to depend on the extent to which they
are involved in the process, whether they
trust the organisations promoting change,
and their sense that the results of change are
fair, affordable and inclusive for all of society.
These are the core conclusions of a 3year research programme at the University of
Cardiff looking into public attitudes to the
UK’s energy system. The work, and
subsequent report, was funded by the UK
Energy Research Centre (UKERC).
CSE’s Chief Executive, Simon Roberts,
was on the programme’s Advisory Panel.
“The public gets the need for energy system
change and has a broad view on what
direction that change should take –
predominantly renewables-based and with a
lower energy demand.
“And this isn’t just speculation, but
based on strong evidence and three years of
really solid, academically robust surveys,
deliberative workshops and interviews. The
research team has done a great job getting
beyond the sound-bite polling that tends to
be used to characterise ‘public opinion’.
“The attitudes and values of the public
described in the report – broadly positive and
pro-social – chime with what we encounter
through our work every day at CSE. We also
recognise what the report has to say about
the failings of energy companies, policymakers and regulators.
“The conclusions are challenging but
they also give us cause for great optimism –
because they suggest how public buy-in to a
more sustainable energy future might be
achieved.”
‘Transforming the UK Energy System: Public
Values, Attitudes and Acceptability’ was
launched at The Royal Society in July. You
can download a copy of the report at
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/1745 or read
more background on the work on UKERC’s
website at www.bit.ly/12FR2G7
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Q: Who’ll pay most for
Government energy policy?

Headline numbers
CSE’s research predicts that by 2020
electrically heated households will:
• Represent 11 per cent of
consumers by heating fuel type

A: Households who rely
on electric heating
esearch by CSE reveals that many
households with electric heating
will be hit hard by energy policies
aimed at decarbonising electricity
generation – and may face an average
annual bill increase of £282 by 2020.
“Because energy policies are paid for
mainly through our electricity bills, those
households that use electric heating but
don’t benefit from the various schemes and
policy initiatives will bear a greater share of
the cost,” said CSE’s Ian Preston who was
the lead analyst on the report.
“We think that there may be as many as
2.1 million low income households who are
the losers from current Government policy,
leading us to believe there should be a
greater emphasis on fairness in the future
design of policy.”
To identify the hardest hit, the report
looks at which households are going to
benefit and which are going to be the losers
as the Government rolls out its energy poli-

R

• Pay 19 per cent of the total cost
of the Government’s energy policies
• Receive 7 per
of energy policies

cies – like the EU Emissions-Trading Scheme,
Energy Company Obligations and Smarter
Metering.
These losers are difficult to identify precisely but are likely to be either those living
in purpose-built flats with electric heating,
or households that include people of pensionable age in any type of property with
electric heating.
The Government should therefore target
support at these two groups.
‘The Hardest Hit’ calculates the average
benefit to consumers of energy policy by
2020 to be £31, significantly lower than
Government estimate of £166. The report
also warns against relying on more efficient
products and appliances to reduce consumers’ bills since the take-up of new products may not be as high as predicted.
Adam Scorer, Director of Policy at
Consumer Futures said: “Households with
electric heating will face a disproportionate
share of the costs. Many will be protected

cent of the benefits

Those living in electrically heated
households and not benefitting from
Government energy policies will see their
bills go up by an average of £282 per
year.
This compares with an average decrease
of £31 per year for all consumers.
from such costs by benefits such as energy
efficiency, microgeneration technology and
bill discounts. But for those who are not
protected, the impact on their bills will be
significant.”
The research was carried out using CSE’s
DIMPSA modelling tool. The Government
uses the same tool for its own analysis of
the impact of its energy policies.

This work was commissioned by
Consumer Futures and published in
June 2013 in a report called ‘The
Hardest Hit’ which you can download
from www.cse.org.uk/hardest-hit.

Impact on energy bills of government policies, by heating type
The chart on the left illustrates the impact of existing
Government energy and climate change policies on the
total household fuel bill in 2020 by main household
heating fuel type. The three bars represent:
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Managing and ‘mining’
smart meter data at scale

A

t a well-attended
seminar at One
Birdcage Walk in
Westminster, CSE’s
Joshua Thumin and Tom Wilcox
demonstrated the techniques
CSE has developed to harness
the value of smart meter data –
at scale.
The event was chaired by
Judith Ward, who leads
Sustainability First’s GB Electricity
Demand Project, and featured a
‘drive-through’ of our new Big
Data platform ‘SMASH’*.
This was created by CSE in
partnership with the University
of Bristol, Western Power
Distribution and SSE, and partfunded by the Technology
Strategy Board’s ‘Harnessing Big
Data’ programme. The 18month project sought to
develop and prove techniques to
• Manage smart meter data
for analytical purposes,
taking account of the huge
volumes of data that will
be available

• ‘Mine’ the smart meter
data to find statistically
valid customer profiles,
and enable real-time data
aggregation for userdefined customer groups
via the internet
At the seminar we demonstrated the highly scaleable distributed file system and parallel
computing platform which we
developed to store, process and
retrieve data from a very large
smart meter dataset (tested up
to 20 Terabytes to date).
Plus we shared results from
our data-mining, demonstrated
the prototype web interface and
explored potential applications.
You can read some
background to this project at
www.cse.org.uk/projects/view/1210
and download Joshua Thumim’s
presentation (3MB Powerpoint
presentation) from
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/1743.
“It’s great to have had this
opportunity to share what we’ve

learned so far about managing
and mining the massive datasets
that will emerge from the smart
meter roll-out,” said Joshua.
“We’re very interested in
exploring how this work can be
taken forwards in collaboration
with other experts.
“A key challenge is to make
sure that there are effective
techniques developed for
extracting the value from all that
smart meter data – and that
these are applied to serve
consumer needs and the public
interest in a smarter, low-carbon
energy system.”
This was the first in a new
series of CSE Project Showcases
in which we aim to share our
experience and learning from
key projects, and explore how
this learning can be valuable to
others in their work.

Who came?
Attendees at this free
event represented
over 30 leading
organisations in the
energy and
technology sectors:
Ablescroft EI, British Gas, British
Gas Connected Homes,
Cambridge Architectural
Research, DataBarta Ltd, DECC,
EDF Energy, Electricity North
West, Energy & Climate Change,
Energy for London, Energy
Saving Trust, Frontier Economics,
Hitachi Europe, IBM, Inside Out
Data, Institute for Sustainability,
Low Carbon London, Low
Carbon Networks Fund,
Mandarin Research, National
Grid, National Physical
Laboratory, NESTA, Ofgem,
Power Plus Communications,
Scottish & Southern Energy,
Strathclyde University,
Sustainability First, Technology
Strategy Board, Telefonica O2,
UCL Energy Institute, Utility
Partnership Limited, Western
Power Distribution.

* Smart Meter Analytics Scaled by Hadoop

This graph plots visitors per day from October 2011 to
November 2013, clearly showing the peak-trough pattern of
weekdays (busy) and weekends (quiet). The higher spikes are
triggered by our e-news which goes out to over 4,000 people.
The total number of visits during this period was 382,948.
Notable peaks and troughs explained on the next page ...

www.cse.org.uk
Traffic to our website increases every year
and 4 November saw the most visitors ever
on a single day (2,170)
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Address-level data Heating and insulation upgrades
from National Heat for low-income families in Bath
Map now available
to local authorities A Carbon Saving Communities and Affordable Warmth scheme
We’re pleased to be able to offer our
address-level heat-map data to local
authorities, to help them in planning
low carbon heat distribution networks.
It’s taken a while, but after several
attempts, we’ve finally sorted out how
the underlying data can be released
without breaching the various licenses
on which the heat map relies.
The National Heat Map was
commissioned by the Department of
Energy and Climate Change and created
by CSE. It can support the planning and
deployment of local low-carbon energy ,
through providing web-based maps of
heat demand by area (England only).

www.cse.org.uk/heatmap

uilding on the success of the Bristol
Home Energy Upgrade (see
www.cse.org.uk/bheu), CSE is
partnering with Bath & North East
Somerset Council to manage a year-long
scheme helping residents get heating and
insulation upgrades.
The scheme is called Energy@Home
Starter and covers: home energy
assessments, boiler upgrades, loft
insulation, cavity wall insulation and solid
wall insulation.
This is our first energy efficiency retrofit
scheme where the majority of grant funding
has come from the Energy Company
Obligation (ECO) under which the six
biggest energy companies (Southern
Electric, British Gas, EDF, Scottish Power,
nPower and E.on) are required to fund
efforts to reduce domestic energy use.
Bath & North East Somerset Council has
provided some additional funding for a
number of free Green Deal Advice Reports
or Energy Performance Certificates, as well
as top-up grants for solid wall insulation
and boiler upgrades to make the scheme
more attractive to householders.
CSE's Paul Winney said: “This project is
a great way to help people take advantage
of the ECO funding that's available. For
those who want to install a more expensive

B

u Christmas 2011, and the usual seasonal downturn; v Spikes like
this one are when we send an e-news to our 4,000 or so signers-up;
this one promoted the Community Energy Challenge; w ... this one
was about the Green Deal; x The regular autumn upturn; y This
e-news focussed on the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade; z Christmas
2012, lots of traffic on the roads, very little on the website; { Our

energy saving improvement that isn't fully
grant funded, like solid wall insulation,
there may be the option of a low interest
loan.”
What’s on offer
In brief, the grants are available to
homeowners and privately renting tenants
in the Twerton and Southdown areas of
Bath to help them fund insulation
improvements, through the Carbon Saving
Communities part of ECO. Some of the
most vulnerable residents can get a free
Green Deal Advice Report too.
Residents in all other areas of Bath &
North East Somerset in receipt of certain
benefits can get help with insulation and
boiler upgrades, often fully funded, thanks
to the Affordable Warmth strand of ECO.
The scheme has been designed so that
homeowners can chose the materials used
to on the home improvements and which
accredited installer installs them.
Energy@Home Starter is funded by Scottish
and Southern Energy, the Department of
Energy & Climate Change and Bath & North
East Somerset Council.
For details, eligibility criteria and a list of
participating installers, see:
www.cse.org.uk/energy-at-home

chief executive’s blog ‘Learning to Love the Green Deal’ drew in
visitors; | Our enews of 16 April 2013: lots of interest in our Fuel
Poverty Assessment Tool. } Autumn upturn begins in
earnest; ~ Nov 4, the most visitors ever. User statistics show 10
that our energy advice pages are most popular, particularly
information about costs of running electric heating.
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6 COMMUNITY ENERGY

And speaking of open homes ...
In October we were visited by nine members of DECC’s ‘customer
insights’ team. As well as the opportunity to share our on-theground experience of ECO and other retrofitting schemes, we took
them to see the newly-installed solid wall insulation at the home of
CSE’s Bridget Newbery (photos below) which they freely admitted
was the highlight of their day.

Launch of the
Green Open Homes
national hub

T

he website at the
heart of the new
Green Open Homes
network went live in
October, creating an online
hub for low carbon open
homes events.
GreenOpenHomes.net
provides a searchable
directory of open homes
events across the country,
where organisers of open
homes events can upload the
details to a national audience.
Creating a decent website
can be a hassle for a
community group, so
GreenOpenHomes.net
provides a simple online
template that organisers can
fill in to create a free event
mini-site with all the
information their visitors will
need. They can record the
details of all their

participating homes to
generate an interactive map,
and create a page about
each property, which can
include opening times,
details of its energy saving
improvements, a message
from the householder or
whatever they like!
If your event already has
its own website and you
don’t want to duplicate it,
you can still make a listing in
the directory to get some
wider publicity.
GreenOpenHomes.net
isn’t just a directory – there
are also around 20 resources
to help community groups
start up and run an open
homes event, including
advice about insurance,
marketing, project planning,
and template guidance for
volunteers and open home
hosts. The resource section
draws on the wisdom and
experience of the Centre for
Sustainable Energy’s
community energy team, and
Bristol Green Doors, a local
group which has become a
national leader in running
green open homes events.

www.GreenOpenHomes.net
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1) Arrival, and checking the newly insulated outside wall; 2) & 3) Bridget describes
the process from the point of view of the householder; 4) An unexpected side
benefit is the wider widow sills – ideal for geranium pots

CSE partners with the National Trust
in community biomass workshop
The lovely village of Coleshill in Oxfordshire was the setting for a
Community Heat Workshop, run jointly by the National Trust
and CSE, which brought together community group members,
farmers, environmental consultants and wildlife groups to look at
the potential for community-run biomass projects.
CSE’s Harriet White who helped run the event said: ”We heard
how the National Trust is exploring the potential of biomass and
has already installed biomass boilers into some of its properties.”
CSE presented the National Heat Map and our PlanLoCaL
resources, both of which can support community groups wishing
to set up up biomass projects in their area. The afternoon was
taken up with a demo of the on-site biomass boiler, and a walk
through the National Trust’s woodland to hear about the
importance of sustainable woodland management in any
biomass energy scheme.

A sunny day in beautiful woodland. Learning about sustainable biomass
production on the CSE/National Trust community biomass workshop

cse.org.uk
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New video guides for community energy projects
focus on energy efficiency and Green Deal
Earlier this year we launched a new series of animated ‘how-to’ videos on community energy efficiency. The illustration above shows some
of the artwork that features in the films. This batch of short films accompanies our PlanLoCaL: energy efficiency and the Green Deal
resources. They're here to provide expert guidance, explanation and inspiration for community groups who want to encourage energy
efficiency in their neighbourhood, and/or help their area to engage with the Green Deal. The set includes some case studies too, so you can
learn from the experiences of other groups. Enjoy the show at www.planlocal.org.uk/videos

Localism and neighbourhood planning

PlanLoCaL model just got better

New resources added
to PlanLoCaL website
suite of new resources has
been added to CSE's popular
community energy website,
PlanLoCaL.They are part of an
updated section called Localism and
neighbourhood planning and cover issues
such as 'Getting to grips with the planning
system', 'Making the case for low carbon
development', 'Planning permissions' and
'Community Rights'.
The new materials are now
complemented by a two-minute video
which introduces this improved section of
the website.
The need for new materials to support
communities with energy projects was
triggered by the Localism Act of 2012 which
introduced a raft of new community powers,
including neighbourhood plans and the
Community Rights, which are designed to
give people more say over their area’s future.

A

“Our work with communities suggests
that many of them are unaware of the
opportunities they now have, and don’t yet
appreciate the potential of localism”, said
CSE’s Kieran Highman who wrote the
resources.
Over the last 18 months, CSE has
supported a number of communities from
Long Ashton in North Somerset, to Coniston
in Cumbria piloting neighbourhood
planning. We’ve also led workshops for
central government and national community
support providers on the need and
opportunities for embedding ‘low-carbon
thinking‘ within the neighbourhood
planning process.
The additions to the PlanLoCaL website
have been made possible through support
from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust.

www.planlocal.org.uk

The popular PlanLoCaL scale
model has been given an update,
and now features a 1.7 ha solar
farm and an anaerobic digester,
supported by a herd of tiny cows
(pictured). Read more about it at
www.cse.org.uk/news/view/1758
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CSE backs national campaign to counter negative
stereotypes
Along with over 50 other organisations, we’ve put our name
to the Who Benefits? campaign (www.whobenefits.org.uk)
which is giving a voice to the
millions of people who have
been supported by benefits at
some point in their lives. The
aim is to counter negative
stereotypes by using real stories
to show the public, journalists and
politicians the reality of who needs this
help, why they need it and the difference that it makes.
Through our many fuel poverty projects, we actively help
and encourage people to claim the benefits they’re entitled
to and have usually paid for throughout their working lives.

On air with CSE’s Home Energy Team
With the current furore over rising energy bills, fuel poverty
and ‘green taxes’, energy issues are all over the news – and,
seeking a trusted voice on ways to reduce bills, journalists
have naturally come to us.
Jamie Walters and Justin Lee-Gammage of the Home
Energy Team have both been answering questions and
sharing their wisdom on BBC Radio Bristol and BBC Radio
Somerset. Jamie also appeared on Radio 4’s Money Box to
suggest more ways people could cut their energy bills or get
financial help, and was at it again a few days later, discussing
the pros and cons of switching energy suppliers on BBC Radio
5Live. CSE’s Janine Michael also appeared on the same show
to talk about Bristol Switch & Save (www.cse.org.uk/bs&s).
Links to some of these are at www.cse.org.uk/media

Trustee news
Colin Palmer has retired after 13 years as a
Trustee of CSE. The co-founder of renewable
energy developers Wind Prospect, Colin
originally trained as naval architect and had
also worked for the intermediate technology
development charity, Practical Action.
Simon Roberts, CSE’s Chief Executive,
commented; “Colin brought a wealth of
knowledge and experience to our Board – and applied what
felt like an ideal balance of inquisitiveness, support, challenge
and good humour to his role as a Trustee. He made a very
positive contribution to our development and governance
over the last decade. We thank him and wish him well for
the future.”
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Centre for
Sustainable Energy
We are an independent national
charity that shares our knowledge
and experience to help people
change the way they think and act
on energy.
Switched on since 1979

Who’s who at CSE
Chief Executive
Simon Roberts OBE

Household Energy Services
Juliet Morse Head of Household Energy Services | Dom Busher Intern | Liz Dagger
Community Outreach Worker | Lisa Evans Senior Energy Advisor
| Justin Lee-Gammage Energy Advisor | Natalie Marino Senior Energy Advisor |
Michael McClelland Scheme Manager | Sonia Pruzinsky Energy Advisor |
Yusuf Salah Energy Advisor | Verity Saunders Senior Project Manager | Karen Smith
Intern | Kate Thomas Senior Project Manager | Mark Tyler Energy Advisor
| Jamie Walters Energy Advice Project Manager | Paul Winney Project Officer

Local & Community Empowerment
Rachel Coxcoon Head of Local & Community Empowerment | Kieran Highman
Low Carbon Localism Project Manager | Heather Crane Senior Project Worker |
Morgan Kuivala Project Officer | Joe McMullen Intern | Bridget Newbery
Senior Community Projects Manager | James Watt Senior Project Worker |
Anna Watts Lead Trainer | Harriet White Project Worker

Research & Analysis
Joshua Thumim Head of Research & Analysis | Kat Blacklaws Intern |
Dr Toby Bridgeman Senior Researcher | Dr Tom Hinton Software Developer |
Martin Holley Senior Technical Project Manager | Annette Lamley Research Project
Worker | Ian Preston Senior Analyst | Zoe Redgrove Researcher | Glenn Searby
Junior Software Developer | Royston Sellman Senior Programmer | Richard Tiffin
Senior Software Developer | Vicki White Researcher | Tom Wilcox Programmer

Development & Communications
Janine Michael Head of Development & Communications | Dr Nick Banks Senior
Development Manager | Ruth Cole Senior Development Manager | Mel Carlisle
Communications & Publicity Officer | Jonathan Twomey Senior Development
Manager | Tim Weisselberg Communications & Publicity Manager

Finance & Human Resources
Sarah Frankish Head of Finance & Human Resources | Simone Farquharson Office
Administrator | Julia Stephens-Parr Financial Administrator

Our vision is a world where sustainability is second nature,
carbon emissions have been cut to safe levels and fuel
poverty has been replaced by energy justice.
Why not join the 4,000 people who receive our monthly
enews? Sign up at cse.org.uk/enews. Or the 3,350 people
who follow one of our three Twitter accounts: @cse_bristol,
@cse_communities or @cse_HomeEnergy
Energise is produced a couple of times a year and
distributed free. To request a copy, or ask to be put on the
mailing list, email us at newsletter@cse.org.uk, or
download copies from cse.org.uk/energise
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